THE PLATE OF PATERNUS FROM THE MALAJA
PERESCEPINA TREASURE: BOOTY OR GIFT ?
ALEXANDRU MADGEARU

In 1 9 1 2 was found at Malaja Perescepina near Poltava (Ukraine) a treasure
from which were recovered 1 7 gold and 20 silver vessels, together with 70 gold
Byzantine coins and other pieces of equipment and weaponry, with a total weight
of around 50 kg (among whom 2 1 kg of gold) 1 • The objects are of Byzantine,
Persian, Sogdian, and Tiirkic origin. This treasure gave the name of an archaeological
group which includes the hoards of Kelegej, Makuchovka, Voznesenka, Glodosy
and Novyje Sanfary, a group dated according to the latest researches between 620
and 6802 . The hoard was considered by Joachim Werner the inventory of the grave
of the Protobulgarian khan Kubrat, who became an ally of the Byzantine emperor
Heraklios, with the title of patrikios3 • This interpretation is based on the coins
dated between 583/602 and 642/646, and on the monograms of the seal rings,
deciphered by Werner Seibt and Andras Rona-Tas as Chobratou and Chobratou
patrikiou4 • Wemer's identification was shared by other authors 5 , but later researches
1 For the inventory ofthe treasure see: J. Werner, Der Grabfand von Malaja Percicepina und Kuvrat,
Kagan der Bulgaren (Abhandlungen der Bayerischen Akademie der Wissenschaften, Philosophisch
historische Klasse, Neue Folge, 9 1 ), Miinchen, 1 984, 9-16; I. Ioniţă, Malaja Perescepina, in Reallexikon der
gennanischen Altenumskunde begriindet von Johannes Hoops, voi. 1 9 (Luchs-Metrum), Berlin-New York,
2001 , 1 82- 1 83; Z. A. Lvova, B.I. MarSak, N.A. Fonjakova, V.N. Zalessakaya, Der Schatz von Mala
Percicepina (Malaja Percicepina), in Reitervălker aus dem Osten: Hunnen + Awaren. Begleitbuch und
Katalog. Burgenlăndische Landesausstel/ung 1996, hrsg. von F. Daim, Eisenstadt, 1 996, 209-223.
2 A.T. Smilenko, Les ensembles archeologiques du littoral du Dnieper du type Perescepinskij el
leur appreciation historique, in Ier Congres international d'archeo/ogie slave, 3, Varsovie, 1 970,
1 27- 1 32; O. M. Prikhodniuk, V. M. Chardaev, Ein Edelmetallfund des 6.-7. Jahrhunderts aus
Kelegej, Ukraine, "Eurasia Antiqua. Zeitschrift fiir Archăologie Eurasiens", Berlin, 7, 200 I , 585--6 1 3 ;
R . Rasev, Prabălgarite prez V-VII vek, Sofia, 2004, 1 20-- 1 37; I. Gavritukhin, La date du "tresor" de
Perescepina et la chrono/ogie des antiquites de /'epoque de formation du Khaganat khazar, in
C. Zuckerman (ed.), La Crimee entre Byzance et le Khaganat khazar, Paris, 2006, 1 3-30.
3 J. Werner, Der Grabfund. .. , 38-43.
4
J. Werner, Der Grabfund... , 44; Idem, Neues zur Kuvrat und Malaja Perescepina, "Germania", 70,
1 992, 2, 430-433; A. Rona-Tas, Hungarians and Europe in the Early Middle Ages. An Introduc/ion
to Early Hungarian History, Budapest, 1 999, 2 1 8; Idem, Where was Kuvrat's Bulgharia ?, "Acta
Orientalia Academiae Scientiarum Hungaricae", 53, 2000, 1 -2, 5-6.
5 For instance: I. Ioniţă, Malaja Perescepina... , 1 83; A. Rona-Tas,

Hungarians ... , 2 1 9; F. Curta,
Qagan, Khan, or King ? Power in Ear/y Medieval Bulgaria (Seventh to Ninth Century), "Viator. Medieval
and Renaissance Studies", 37, 2006, 4--6 .
Etudes Byzantines et Post-Byzantines, VI, p. 65-7 1 , 2 0 1 1
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have demonstrated that the treasure does not belong to a grave, and that it was
gathered during a longer period, extended along three quarters of a century, started
indeed in the first decades of the 7th century, but closed by the beginning of the 8th
century, when it came into the possession of a Khazarian chief. 6 The location outside
the area traditionally ascribed to Protobulgarians during the reign of Kubrat
(between Azov Sea and Kuban) was seen as a strong proof against Wemer's
theory, but a tradition preserved in the poem written in the Volga Bulgaria in 843
remembered a Bulgarian polity in the area around Kiev. Therefore, the Malaja
Perescepina group of treasures could be certainly considered Protobulgarian 7 •
The most valuable and the most famous object among the Byzantine pieces in
the treasure is the silver disc or plate, with a diameter of 6 1 cm and a weight of
6.224 g. The weight of the raw material (silver and gold) is certified by an
inscription on the backside. The total of 6 .855,59 g differs quite much from the real
weight of the plate, but this is normal, because a part of the central part was lost.
Four stamps of warranty indicate the production of the plate during the reign of
Anastasios. One of them has the inscription DN ANASTASIV(s) PP AVG, while
other has the name of Joannes Kometos, identified with Ioannes Paphlagonianus,
who was comes sacrarum largitionum in 498. In the central part of the plate is a
large chrismon which has on the flank the letters Alpha and Omega. Around the
central part is inscribed the text ţ EX ANTIQVIS RENOVATVM EST PER
PATERNVM REVERENTISS(imum) EPISC(opum) NOSTRVM AMEN ţ. The
renovation ex antiquis means that the silver and gold were taken from other objects
and cast in this new plate8 • The rim is decorated with different zoomorphic figures
and grapevines. On this rim were later inserted eight gold medallions with cross
decoration for precious stones (the stones were lost). This change was made in a
barbarian workshop, and the addition of the crosses emphasized the Christian
significance of the plate, of which the owner of the plate, whoever he was, was
aware9 • The bishop Patemus is certainly the same with the one recorded at Tomis
at the end of the 5 th century and in the first two decades of the 61h century, the first
6 M. Kazanski, J. P. Sodini, Byzance et !'art "nomade": remarques a propos de l'essai de
Werner sur le depot de Malaja Perescepina (Perescepino), "Revue Archeologique", 1 987, I , 7 1 -83;
A. I. Ajbabin, Early Khazar Archaeo/ogical Monuments in Crimea and to the North ofthe Black Sea,
in C. Zuckerrnan (ed.), La Crimee . , 5 1-54.
7
Z. A. Lvova, Perescepinskata nahodka v svet/inata na novite danni ot kulturnata letopis ot
XIII v. na Gazi-Baradj Tarihi, "Arheologija'', 42, 200 1 , 1 -2, 85-87; F. Curta, Qagan.. . , 4. For the
location of Great Bulgaria in the Dniepr area, see also A. Rona-Tas, Where was. . . , 1-22.
8 For the description of the plate and for the inscription, see: I. Bamea, Discul episcopului
Paternus, "Analecta", 2, 1 944, 1 88- 1 96; E. Cruikshank Dodd, Byzantine Silver Stamps, Washington
DC, 1 96 1 , 54; E. Popescu, Inscripţiile greceşti şi latine din secolele IV-XIII descoperite în România,

J.

.

.

Bucureşti, 1 976, 97-98.
9 J. Werner, Der Grabfund. .. , 37.
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metropolitan bishop of Scythia in 520 AD 1 0 • The inscription indicates that the disc
was in the possession of this bishop, and that it was offered by the citizens of
Tomis after 498.
This silver plate is one of the largest among this kind of pieces dated in the
6th_7th centuries, which usually have a diameter between 35 and 4 1 cm. Only the
plate from the Sutton Hoo treasure is larger (72,5 cm.), and it should be remarked
that it was crafted during the same reign of Anastasios. Being so big, the plate was
not used for the eucharist, but, according to Ion Bamea, as a decorative object in
the church, or in the bishop residence 1 1 • The plate is associated in the treasure with
other silver or gilded silver objects of Byzantine origin: another silver disc
decorated with the cross (30,9 cm.), an amphora, an ewer, and a basin. The ewer
and the basin have stamps dated during Maurikios' reign, while the small disc has a
stamp with the figure of Heraklios as an old man, dated in the 630's. Ion Bamea
considered all these as a set of liturgica! objects associated with the plate, although
they do not have Christian symbols, except the other disc. The first scholar who
authored an extensive study on the treasure, Leonid Matzulewitsch 12 , suggested
that this group of objects was took from a single place, the Episcopal church of
Tomis, but Ion Bamea observed that this could be no more than a supposition.
The comparative study of the treasures of Byzantine silverware discovered
outside the empire has shown however that in severa! cases the gifts for barbarian
rulers included an entire functional set of table vessels, used for eating, drinking
and washing hands, such as large plates, ewers, amphora, goblets, cups, or ewers.
They were offered as prestigious goods that marked the social status of their
owners. The treasure of Malaja Perescepina belongs to this series, like the
discoveries from Sutton Hoo, Vrap, or Cuciurul Mare 1 3 • The obvious conclusion is
that the Byzantine silver vessels from Malaja Perescepina were given by a
Byzantine emperor as a gift for a foreign ruler, for ceremonial eating.
A testimony preserved in the short chronicle of Patriarch Nikephoros is
showing how these gifts were offered to tie alliances. When Heraklios planned the
invasion of Persia trough Lazica (in 62 7), he closed an alliance with the chief of the
Turks 14 • The emperor, "after serving a banquet, presented to him all the utensils of
the table as well as an imperial garment and earrings adomed with pearls. He
1 0 Em. Popescu, Die kirchliche Organisation der Provinz Scythia Minor vom vierten bis ins
sechste Jahrhunderl, "Jahrbuch der 6sterreichischen Byzantinistik", 38, 1 988, 75-94 (Idem, Christianitas
Daco-Romana. Florilegium studiorum, Bucureşti, 1 994, 1 3 1 , 1 32, 136).
1 1 I. Bamea, Discul... , 1 96.
1 2 L. Matzulewitsch, Byzantinische Antike. Studien auf Grund Silbergefăsse der Ermitage,
Berlin, Leipzig, 1 929, 1 0 1 - 1 07.
13 M. Mundell Mango, The Archaeological Context of Finds of Silver in and beyond the
Eastern Empire, "Vjesnik za Arheologiju i Historiju Dalmatinsku", 88 (Acta XIII Congressus
lnternationalis Archaeologiae Christianae, Split-Porec, 1994), Split, Vatican, 1 998, 22 1 .
1 4 C. Zuckerman, The Khazars and Byzantium - The First Encounter, in The World of the
Khazars. New Perspectives. Selected Papersfrom the Jerusalem 1 999 International Khazar Colloquium,
ed. by Peter B. Golden, Haggai Ben-Shammai and Andras Rona-Tas, Leiden, 2007, 4 1 5-4 1 7.
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likewise decorated with bis own hand the noblemen of (the Turk's) suite with
similar earrings" 1 5 •
lt is a chronological gap between the moment when the Patemus plate was
crafted and the smaller plate, the amphora, the ewer and the basin, which are dated
according to the stamps between the reign of Maurikios and the second part of the
reign of Heraklios. This later group of objects is enough to compose a complete
table set, offered to a barbarian ruler by a Byzantine emperor. Because the similar
treasures have only one plate, we consider that the Patemus disc does not belong to
the set, and that it was included in the treasure in a different moment. The presence
of the plate of bishop Patemus in the treasure is nevertheless strange, since it is
insofar the single liturgical silver object found in the treasures outside the
Byzantine Empire 16 •
Because the stamps on the pieces of the table set indicate a date in the second
part of the reign of Heraklios, the gift could be certainly associated with an event
known from the literary sources. This emperor established an alliance with Kubrat,
the ruler of the Protobulgarians. Kubrat was a Christian. His unele Organa was
baptized at Constantinople sometime before, receiving the title ofpatrikios, and the
nephew remained there to be educated. The data about Organa and Kubrat are
coming from two sources. The chronicle written by the Egyptian bishop John of
Nikiou in the late 7th century, speaking about the troubles caused by the succession
of Heraklios, specifies that Kubrat has shown affection to the widow of the former
emperor Martina and to her sons, because he was grown in the imperial palace. He
was the ruler of the Huns, nephew of Organa, baptized at Constantinople. The
people of Constantinople believed that the plot that intended to replace the young
Constantine (son of the empress Eudoxia) with Heraklios the younger was
suggested by Kubrat. This rumor caused the rebellion against Martina and her sons
in 64 1 . 1 7 If they thought so, it could be inferred that this barbarian ruler was able to
interfere in the political life of the empire, with bribes for instance, or even with
some military support. Kubrat was not a stranger for the common people of the
capital, and if a chronicler from the distant Egypt heard about this, we can be sure
that the rumor was quite spread. The second source, a later one, is the short
chronicle of Patriarch Nikephor. In the first fragment that concems the event, it is
not remembered the name of the "Hunic" ruler who came to Constantinople to be
baptized together with his noblemen, but the historians agree that it could be
identified with Organa. Heraklios offered to the Hunic chief "imperial gifts and
dignities: for he honored their chief with the rank of patrician and so dismissed him
graciously to the abode of the Huns" 1 8 • The visit took place sometime before the
meeting between Heraklios and the Avarian khagan at Herakleia, which is dated in
15 Nikephoros Patriarch of Constantinople, Short History. Text, Translation, and Commentary
by Cyril Mango, Washington DC, 1 990, 5 5-56 (cap. 1 2.26-30).
1 6 M. Mundell Mango, The Archaeological... , 222.
17
H. Zotenberg, Chronique de Jean, eveque de Nikiou, în Notices et extraits des manuscrits de
la Bibliotheque Nationale et autres bibliotheques, Paris, 24, 1 883, I , 460.
18 Nikephoros, Short History . , 5 1 (cap. 9).
.

.
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6 1 9. In the second fragment, that could be placed around 635, it is mentioned that
"Koubratos, the nephew of Organa and lord of the Onogundurs, ro se up against the
Chagan of the Avars and, after abusing arrny he had from the latter, drove them out
of his land. He sent an embassy to Heraklios and concluded a peace treaty which
they observed until the end of their lives. (Herakleios) sent him gifts and honored
him with the title of patrician" 1 9 •
The alliance between Heraklios and Organa that could be dated around 6 1 9
was directed against the Avars and the Persians20• Kuvrat, who began his reign
around 63 1 , rebelled against the Avarian hegemony, establishing thus a great Bulgaria
in the Dnieper region2 1 • The table set, the rings and the golden belt buckle of the
treasure where received when he became patrikios ofthe Byz.antine Empire, around 635.
For the plate of Patemus, we should search other moments when a Protobulgarian
or Khazarian ruler had the opportunity to receive such a gift, or when the plate
could be stolen from the bishopric of Tomis. The presence of the Patemus plate in
the treasure was explained in different ways, in co1U1ection with the significance
ascribed to the other pieces. Because the most recent coins found in the treasure
were issued by Constans II in 642-646, Ion Bamea sustained that the plate was
taken from Tomis by the Protobulgarians in 679, and on this reason he stated that
the city was still alive. 22 A similar idea expressed Hans Wilhelm Haussig23 , who
supposed that the plate was taken by a Khazarian chief in 668, when the Khazars
attacked the Protobulgarians. In his mind, the region Onglos settled by Asparuch
was in Dobrudja, but this cannot be true24 . To be convincing, these interpretations
must bring a proof that the episcopal church of Tomis was still in function around
670, and we can be sure that this was impossible after the Slavic and A varian raids
of 6 14, when town life vanished in Scythia Minor.
A different solution was proposed by Radu Vulpe: the disc was stolen by the
Avars from Tomis during the raids of the end of the 6 1h century25 , but he was not
able to explain how it came outside A varia. Moreover, from the relation of
Theophylact Simocatta (VIl. 1 3 . 1 ) results that Tomis was not conquered in the
19

Ibidem, 7 1 (cap. 22).
20 V. Besevliev, Die protobulgarische Periode der bulgarischen Geschichte, Amsterdam,
1 98 1 , 5 1 1 -5 1 6; W. Pohl, Die Awaren. Ein Steppenvolk in Mitteleuropa, 567-822 n. Chr. , Miinchen,
1 988, 270-273; P. Golden, An Introduction to the history of the Turkic peoples. Ethnogenesis and
state-formation in medieval and early modern Eurasia and the Middle East, Wiesbaden, 1 992, 244.
2 1 V. Gjuzelev, The Protobulgarians, Sofia, 1 979, 29-3 1 ; V. Besevliev Die protobulgarische. . .. ,
149-- 1 54; P. Golden, An Introduc/ion. . . , 245; I. Zimonyi, Bulgars and Ogurs, în H. Celâl Giizel, C. C. Oguz,
O. Karatay (ed.), The Turks, voi. I , Ankara, 2002, 573.
22 R. Vulpe, I. Barnea, Din istoria Dobrogei. II, Romanii la Dunărea de Jos, Bucureşti, 1 968, 499.
2 3 H. W. Haussig, Einige Bemerkungen zu der Arbeit von J. Werner uber den Schatz von
Malaja Perescepina, "Materialia Turcica", Bochum, 1 0, 1 984, 1 8.
24 For the location ofOnglos north ofthe Danube, most probably în the corner between Siret and Prut,
see A. Madgearu, Recent discussions about Onglos, în /stro-Pontica. Muzeul tulcean la a 50-a aniversare,
1950-2000. Omagiu lui Simion Gavrilă la 45 de ani de activitate, 1955-2000, Tulcea, 2000, 343-348.
25 R. Vulpe, Histoire ancienne de la Dobroudja, Bucureşti, 1 938, 382. The idea was also supported
by M. Gramatopol, Dacia antiqua. Perspective de istoria artei şi teoria culturii, Bucureşti, 1 982, 229.
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siege of 598 26 . Emilian Popescu accepted tao that the disc, together with other
church objects, was taken from Tomis by the Avars2 7, but in other study he
followed the idea advanced by Velizar Velkov, who, based on a passage from
Novella CXXX of 544 that asked the churches of Odessos and Tomis to sell their
properties to ransom the prisoners from the barbarians, supposed that alsa some
church valuables like the Patemus plate were offered with the same purpose. 28 The
idea deserves attention, but the moment does nat match with any possible way in
which the plate came in the treasure. In 544, Scythia was under the threat of the
Slavic bands from Moldavia and Walachia. These Slavs had no relation with the
future owners of the Malaja Perescepina treasure.
In fact, nothing proves that the plate was taken directly from Tomis. When
the cities were threatened by invaders, the church treasures, like other precious
objects, were hidden or taken by the refugees with them. An example of hidden
church treasure is that from Izvoarele-Sucidava, dated during the Avarian and
Slavic campaigns of the 580's29 • The catastrophic wave of invasions that began in
6 1 4 ravaged the entire Balkan Peninsula, and the citizens of the conquered towns
flew in some better defended places, among whom Constantinople and
Thessaloniki3° . In the same period, relics were moved from the threatened regions.
For instance, those of Saint Dasius from Durostorum, transferred at Constantinople
(and from there to Ancona)3 1 . lt was supposed that a bishop ofDurostorum, Dulcissimus,
took refuge at Odessos in the same circumstances of the Avarian and Slavic invasions,
but the funeral inscription is nat dated, and his presence in that city could be
explained by other reasons3 2 .
26 For the siege, see M. Whitby, The Emperor Maurice and his Historian: Theophylact Simocatta
on Persian and Balkan Warfare, Oxford, 1 988, 1 62; A. Madgearu, The Downfall ofthe Lower Danubian
Late Roman Frontier, "Revue Roumaine d'Histoire", 36, 1 997, 3-4, 322.
27 Em. Popescu, Inscripţiile. . , 97.
28 V. Velkov, Cities in Thrace and Dacia in Late Antiquity (Studies and Materials), Amsterdam,
1 977, 1 64; E. Popescu, Les ressources des Eglises de la Scythie Mineure (Dobroudja) a l'epoque
protobyzantine (!Ve- Vle siecles), in L'hostie et le denier. Lesfinances ecclesiastiques du haut Moyen
Âge a /'epoque moderne, Geneve, 1 990, 55--62 (Idem, Christianitas Daco-Romana. Florilegium studiorum,
.

Bucureşti, 1 994, 26 1 ).
29 T. Cliante, A. Rădulescu, Le tresar de Sucidava en Mesie Seconde, "Revue Archeologique",
1 988, 2, 357-380.
30 V. Popovic, Aux origines de la slavisation des Balkans: La constitution des premieres Sklavinies
macedoniennes vers !afin du Vie siecle, "Academie des Inscriptions et Belles-Lettres. Comptes Rendus des
seances de l'annee 1 980'', 1 , 246-248; P. Lemerle, Les plus anciens recueils des Miracles de Saint
Demetrius et la penetra/ion des Slaves dans Ies Balkans, voi. II, Le commentaire, Paris, 1 98 1 , 9 1 -94;
A. Madgearu, The Downfall. .. , 324.
31 R. Pillinger, Das Martyrium des Heiligen Dasius (Text, Obersetzung und Kommentar),
"Sitzungsberichte der Osterreichische Akademie der Wissenschaften, Philosophisch-Historische Klasse", 5 1 7,
1 988, 5 1 ; G. Atanasov, Hristijanskijat Durostorum-Drăstăr (The Christian Durostorum-Drăstăr), Vama,
2007, 68-7 1 .
32 V. Velkov, Das Schicksal einer friihbyzantinischen Stadt zur Zeit der Vălkerwanderung
(Odessos- Varna am Schwarzen Meer), în Akten des XI lnternationalen Byzantinisten Kongresses
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W e can suppose that in such dangerous times the mast valuable possessions
of the churches and of the Episcopal residences were moved to safer places. Such
precious objects were nonetheless needed by the imperial administration. Because
the state treasure was drought by the Persian war, Heraklios gathered precious
objects from the Constantinopolitan churches in 623 , to pay the tribute for the
Avars. As the chronicler writes Nikephor, "during this period the plate of the
churches (keimi/ia) was being sold and expended to raise tribute to the
barbarians"33 . Likewise, Theophanes Confessor recorded that the emperor "being
short of funds he took as a Ioan the money of religious establishments and he alsa
took the candelabra and other vessels of the holy rninistry from the Great Church,
which he minted into a great quantity of gold and silver coin"34 •
If so, a silver plate that arrived at Constantinople with the metropolitan
bishop of Tomis in refuge after 6 1 4 was usable tao for state reasons, as a gift for a
baptized ally, like other silver vessels. In such circumstances, it is high probable
that the Patemus plate was offered to Organa, with the occasion of his baptism, and
in this way the object arrived in the treasure gathered by the heirs of this
Protobulgarian chief.

(Miinchen, 1 958), Miinchen, 1 960, 659; V. Besevliev, Spătgriechische und spătlateinische Jnschriften
aus Butgarien, Berlin, 1 964, 76; G. Atanasov, Hristijanskijat .. , 88.
3
Nikephoros, Short History.„, 54-55 (cap. 1 1 .22). See also E. Cruikshank Dodd, Byzantine.. 32.
34 C. Mango, R. Scott, The Chronicle ofTheophanes Confessor, Oxford, 1 997, 435 (AM 6 1 1 3 =
.

„

AD 620/62 1 ).
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